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BULLET RESISTANT ROLL UP BLANKET 

O V E R V I E W  

Safe-Pro manufactures protective roll up blankets offering NIJ 0108.01 Level 

IIIA protection. They are flexible, compact, wall mounted blankets that can be 

stowed rolled up above a window. Upon deployment, the blanket folds out to its 

full length by gravity. In the deployed position, the blanket fully covers and pro-

tects the window opening.  

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S 

Model: SP-RUWB03-IIIA; Protection: NIJ 0108.01 Level IIIA 

 

Size: When Rolled Up, the blanket has an approximate diameter of 8 

to 9 inches. 

 

Custom Fabricated Sizes: The Roll-Up Protective Blanket is custom 

fabricated to cover and protect the specified sizes of the openings and 

windows. The custom sizes can be 39” wide x 38” High, 42” wide x 60” 

High /other. 

 

Blanket Cover and Color: 420 denier or 1000 denier black nylon cov-

er. 420 denier fabric makes the blanket more flexible than the 1000 

denier fabric cover. 

 

Weight: Approximately 1.7 lbs. per sq. ft. 

 

Ballistic Insert: Light weight, flexible 100% aramid fabric 

 

Grommets: The blanket is equipped with grommets on its edges in 

order to allow bolt / screw fasteners to pass through them in order to 

secure it to the wall above the window or the opening. 

 

Sleeve for Wood or Metal Bar: The horizontal upper and lower edg-

es of the blanket are equipped with a sleeve to accept a wooden or 

metal bar approximately 1” wide x 1/4” thick. The purpose of this bar is 

to secure the blanket to the wall along its upper edge and to secure 

the upper and the lower edges when rolled up. 

 

First Article Approval: Being custom manufactured, First Article 

Approval is required on the first production unit.  




